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_.> INTRODUCTION r 
Many statistical tests are based upon the assumption that the 
universe from.which a sample is drawn,,is normally distributed. It is> 
... 
therefore, wise, if possible, to test this assumption. There- are 
various procedures available including the Chi-Squar~d, Personian 
System of Moments, and the Wal?-Wolfowitz Non-Parametric tests. The 
/ 
test·s mentioned are ineffective when dealing with small samples. 
When using the Chi-Squared test, the sample must exceed 20 
before one degree of freedom can be obtained. The Choi-Squared is defined 
as follows: 
" )2 L ( Fi - fi fi 
.c.,, 
-~- ··-~r: 
,1 k 3 n - -
where: 
\ 
fi • the expected number of observations • 1S in 
the ith subgroup. 
Fi is the observed number of observations • 1n 
the ith subgroup. 
,.:, • the number of degrees of freedom in the n 1S 
test. 
k is the number of subgroups: 
ln t:11-e development of the test, it is assumed that "fi'' must exceed 
·five in each sample subgroup. Two degrees of freedom are lost in the 
,estimation of the mean and standard deviation of the distribution. The 
other degree of freedom is lost, because when f 1 thru fk-1 have been 
determined the fk will also be determined. The sample size must approach 
1. 
··'t 
}.';-./:·. _,.··-::-/_., .. --·:· 
40 - 50 before a reasonabl.e test of normality can be developed using 
this test. 
• 
The Personi-ah System of Moments is based on the second, third, 
and fourth moments of a distribution which are used as measures of 
skewness and kurtosis. 
where: 
·c1 = m32 / ni2 3: 
G2 = m4 / m22 
Gl is a measure of skewness. 
G2 is a measure of kurtosis. 
mn is the nth moment about the mean. 
; ~· 
_for :the normal curve:, Gl approaches O and G2 approaches 3. This system 
is also dependent upon large sample sizes because m3 and m4 cannot be 
estimated accurately for small sample sizes.. The confidence limits on 
"\: Gl are tabulated for values of n>25, while the confidence limits on 
G2 are listed for n~200. 
' • i,· 
·The Wald-Wolfowitz test can be used· .fqr: small samples, but 
:ft is a non-parametric test. The test, _th~r~:fpre, has the weaknesses 
inherent to a non-parametric test. 
There appears to ·be no parametric test of normality available 
.for small sample sizes. Therefore, an attempt was made, using small 
.samples, to develop a new test for determining if a distribution is 
normal. Two approaches were considered as possible alternatives to the 
e~isting tests·. ·rt was desired to calculate a parametric, efficient 
statistic that was useful for small sample sizes. 




bution of ~he maximum Jikelihood or the product of the ordinates of 
normal distribution for small sample sizes. The sample would be used 
to estimate the mean and the standard deviation of the distribution. 
The statistic would appear as follows: 
11 
r t· ·2 / 2 S = ff (1 ;,2,1 ) e - iadJ 
•=• where: 
tiadj = (ti - tbar) /~(ti - tbar)2 / (n - 1) 
••• 
tbar =l ti / n · 4,, 
The ti.adj distribution is approximated by a (0,1) 
normal distribution. 
r-
Unfortunately Sis constant as can be seen below. 
T~king the log of both sides of the equation. 
·'I\ ~ 2 
ln S =~ (- 1/2 ln 2rr- t• d' / 2) 
~,I 1a J 
where: 
" S. - 1/2 ln 2rr = - (n /: 2) ln 2 Tr 
41f 
ln S ~ - (n / 2) ln 21T -
[ l(t. - tbar) ;/I.ct. - tbar) 2 / (n - 1)] 2 / 2 
'-~ I 1 ._11 1 
ln S = -(n / 2) ln 2n- - (n - 1) / 2 
S = 1/ 2nn/2 e -(n - 1)/2 
Therefore, Sis not a function oft. and will not change from distribu-
1 
tion to distribution. 
This is not as serious as it at first may appear. The maximum 




particular curve. The normal curve could be transformed into another 
distribution and the same rational could be applied. The calculation 
of the statistic becomes cumbersome because of the transformation. 
The second approach was to consider the distribution of 
.extreme values of a normal distribution, omitting the extreme values 
in the estimation of the parameters of the distribution. This rationale 
becomes apparent in the consideration of mathematical modeling where 
an extreme value exists. Does the experimenter fit a model of rather 
odd nature to all the data or does he omit the extreme value and fit 
·a connnon model to the data? With a sample, xi ------ xn, in which one 
observation is apparently exces·sive-ly large, the question that must be 
asked is, "Is the observation compatible with the others?". The pro-
cedure is to find a common, reasonable model and fit it. The next 
problem is to find the probability of the extreme value being a part of 
this model. It is expected that each type of distribution will give 
particular characteristics to the distributions of the extreme values. 
It is these characteristics which it is hoped will distinguish the 
·normal distribution from other,;distributions. 
Considering the two approaches of investigating normality 
in small sample sizes, the latter approach was c·hosen for the following 
reasons: 1. The ease with which the statistic can be calculated. 
2. The possibility of investigating extreme value problems, 
as a more reasonable by-product of this distribu.f ion. 
· The feasibility of the empirical derivation of the "t" 
extreme adjusted distribution must next be considered. 
4. 




problem in which the mean and standard deviation are known quantities. 
The probability of a given value being an extreme value is equal to 
the probability that a value .. of this magnitude will appear in a sample 
of ti, minus the probability that at least one value will exceed this 
value in the remaining sample of n - 1. This distribution can be 
developed empirically using the known probability distribution of the 
(0,1) normal distribution. 
Next consider the problem in which the mean and standard 
de,iation are unknown. The maximum likelihood estimator of mean and 
standard deviation must. be employed. The variable that is now being 
considered is 
t ¢xt:re1ne = -(t large -fti / n) i[f<tt -fti / n) 2/(n - 11~ 
-c.~1 .(:I 4: I 
:T·hf.s: cits·tri:but.·f<:>'n ts ·a mitch greater problem to calculate empirically, 
than t·h.e original situation discussed, because t-bar and sigma, which 
·have distributions, are substituted for two constant parameters. The 
predictability of this variable is particularily bad for small sample 
sizes because of the increased variability in the maximum li~elihood 
est im.ates. 
The problem of disregarding the extreme value in the estimate 
·of the parameters of a normal distribution will only create further 
problems in the empirical solution of this distribution. It was, 








THE CALCULATIONS INVOLVED IN THE MONTE CARLO GENERATION 
OF THE STATISTIC 
•j 
The Royal Precision LGP-30 digital computer was used in the 
generati~g and ~nalysis of the Adjusted Extreme "T" Value distribution. 
I • 
The computer programs involved in these calculations can be found in 
Appendix I of this paper. 
The generating and analysis of the statistic involved five 
main steps which are as follows: 
• I. The generation of random samples from a (0,1) normal distribution. 
(Program 1) 
Pseudo random numbers were generated using the fq.t lowiµg.-
technique. 
where: 
Rn is the n'th random number. 
R(n+l) is the n+l) 'st random number. 
K is a constant multiplier, any odd power of 5 
will do, but it is desirable to use as large 
a power as the machine's word length. 
Mis usually the number of binary digits in each 
word of the machine. 
The random number generated ranged from Oto 1 and, therefore, 
could he assumed equal to the cumulative area to the. left of a given 
t-value in the normal distribution. The random samples from a normal 
distribution were, therefore, found by using the random numbers as a 
6 .: ,;,. 
r. 
measure of area and calculating the corresponding normal variable "t". 
This was accomplished by using the following approximation 




o.c. q 4!. .5 
Approxii11.ation: 
n = /in 1/q2 
x(q) = n [ aO + aln + a2n2 · ] 
- 1 + bln + b2n2 + b3n3 
aO - 2.515517 -
al·= • 802853 
a2 - • 01032 8 
-
bl - 1.432788 
-
b2 = • 189269 
b3 - .001308 
T:h:e · err·or ih x ( q) ranges between +. 0004·: ·.and .;; .=0.004, and 
ts· a function of ( ln 2/ ln \ )%. 
For O <Rn<.5 
q = Rn 
t = -x:(q} 
For . 5 .: Rn -<. 1 . 0 
q = 1 . 0 .- :Rn. 
t = X (q) 
\)· 
Approximately four thousand samples were generated in this 
manner and punched on paper tape to be used in the next phase of the 
generation of the statistic 
II. Calculation of the statistic for yarying sample sizes. (Program 2) 
Three hundred samples of the statistic were calculated for 
7. 
sample sizes of 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14. The appropriate number of random 
"t" values were read from the data tape generated in phase I of this 
--procedure and "t" was calculated. The absolute values of ti - t were 
calculated for i from 1 ton. 
The "ti", which had the greatest deviation from the estimated 
mean 'of the sample was set equal to " t extreme", and the estimate of 
· mean and standard deviation of the sample disregarding its extreme 
.I 
value were calculated using the following formulae. 
• 
-· 
·t ~;dj - [ i. tJ - t extreme 
n-1 
a igma adj - (ti - E adj) 
where: 
n is the sample size. 
extreme - t adj]2 
n -
ti are random t values from a normal distribution. 
t extreme is the extreme value of the sample. 
The statistic was then calculated as follows: 
-t extreme adj= ( t extreme - t adj) / sigma adj 
The results of the calculations appear in Tables lA thru 
1i in Appendix II. 
The three hundre:d samples of the statistic for each sample 
:.s_:ize: :were summarized into bar-graph frequency distr·lputions which appear 
in Graphs lA thru lE in Appendix III. 
III. The curve fitting and integration of the frequency distributions. 






The frequency curves were .fit by the Personian System 
discussed by W. Palin Elderton in FREQUENCY CURVES AND CORRELATION. 
v' 1 = d 
where: 
v2 = v'2 - d2 
v3 = v'3 - 3dv2 - d3 
v4 = v'4 - 4dv3 - 6d2v2 - a4 
m2 = v2 
m3 = v3 
.m4 = v4 
Bl= m32 / m24 
B2 = m4 / m22 
k = Bl ( B2 + 3 ) 2 
4 ( 4B2 - 3B 1 ) (2B2 - 3B 1 - 1 ) 
v'n is the nth unadjusted statistical moment 
about any point. 
vn is the nth unadjusted statistical about the 
mean. 
mn is the nth adjusted moment about the mean. 
' Bl, B2, and k are the parameters used to determine 
the type of curve. 
Bl, B2, and k were calculated for each frequency curve, 
and it was determined that the Type III curve most nearly fit all of 
the distributions. 
The Type III curve is described as unlimited range inane 
d.irection; usually bell-shaped, but may be J-shaped. The criterion 
of fit is 2B2 ~ 6 + 3Bl. The curve is of the form: 
where: 
Y = yO ( 1 + xm/ a ) P e -Gxm ·' > 










2m2 / m3 
Ga= ~4 / Bl) - 1 
( 2m2 / m3 ) - . ( m3 / 2m2) 
( N / a ) ( pP+l / eP rp+l ) 




After each of the curves was fit, it was numerically inte-
grated using Simpson's Rule. The area under the frequency distribu-
tions can be equated to a probability. 
IV. An investigation of the characteristics of the distribution as 
N increases. (Programs 6, 7, and 8) 
Samples of fifty values of the statistic were taken for 
sample sizes of 6, 10-, and 14. For each value of the statistic the 
~ unadjusted and adjusted means, and the unadjusted and adjusted standard 
deviations were estimated an~ tabulated. The changing character of the 
frequency was investigated with respect ;o these.values. Multiple 
regression was used to evaluate the changing effect oft extreme, 
E adj, and sig adj upon the Extreme Adjusted "t" Value as N in~eases. 
V. An investigation of the sensitivity of this statistic to other 
:distributions. (Programs 9 and 10) 
The statistic was calculated for fifty samples with sample 
sizes of 6, 10, and 14 for a rectangular distribution and a skewed 




Random area = J;, ldx = x J
0 
= x. 
The value for the rectangular distribution with a particular 
random area is equal to the random area. 
The skewea::~,distribution was represented by the distribution 





'' .·,,. ~,·.s;;· .. ,;;; "" ~ . .:.,-.,:,,~~' .• ~'-.,,,:--?°-"I .. • :~"· • '' _,_., .. ·.- -,.~,.,, • _, 
' " Random area - fo< 2 - 2x ) dx = 2x - x2 J0 = 2x 2 - X 
X = ( 2 
- ../4 - 4R.A. ) I 2 = 1 - ../1 - R.A. 
The value from the skewed distribution represented by a 
particular value of a random area is 1 - ../1 - Random Area. 
The values were compared with the expected values of the 
distribution from a normal curve to determine the sensitivity of the 
statistic with varying sample size. 
• 


















DISCUSSION OF THE 
ADJUSTED EXTREME "T" VALUE DISTRIBUTION 
The distribution of the Adjusted Extreme "T" value is 
estimated by the frequency distributions presented in graphs I-A 
thru I-E in APPENDIX III. The distribution is symetrical about the 
y-axis, therefore, the s~gn of the adjusted Extreme "T" value was 
ignored in the construction of the frequency distribution 
I-. The effect upon the distribution of increasing sample size N. 
The distribution'"of the adjusted extreme"T" value has been 
generated for sample{sizes of 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14. The next step is 
to estimate the distribution for increasing sample size. For sample 
sizes of 6, 10, and 14, fifty samples of the statistic were calculated 
and tabulated. The tabulation includes the corresponding values of 
- -
"t" extreme, t adj, t, sigma adj, and sigma. 
The tabulations appear .as Table IIA, B, and C in APPENDIX II. 
' The mean and standard deviation of each component of the statistic 
was calculated. The mean and standard deviation of sigma minus sigma 
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(t - adjl - t Sig 
-
Sig adj 
Mean Sig Mean Sig 
• 2877 • 30118 .3118 .16895 
.• 1998 .20575 .2183 .10172 
.1504 .15504 .1635 .08221 
TABLE 3 - .2· 
-t adj Sig adj 
Mean Sig Mean Sig 
.4293 . 5214 .6853 .2456 
.3475 .4127 • 7802 . 21279 
.2962 • 3641 .8355 .1752 
The statistic is a function o·t.: t .ett·reme,.. -t adj, and sigma 
,·i't'' .. a·dj extreme = t ext - t adj 
sigma adj 
It was, therefore, decided to run a multiple regression on 
~·''!'.'·' ~dJ. extreme as a function of t ext, t adj, and sigma adj. The 
.r.e~\i.l_t s, are as f o I lows : 
' 




N = 6 
.. 
T adj ext = .4673 + 1.4234 t ext - 1.4013 ·t·: a.dj, + 
• 8261 s ig adj 
N: = 10 
-T adj ext = • 1341 + ·l, .• 2,213 t ext - 1.7256 t adj -
• 19 9 8 s i g adj 
T adj ext= -.2703 +· l~l741 text - 1.4423 E adj+ 




•" • '".> )- • ,,•._ .. ,'M -.: .. ,r. . .;_, •• .,. "• ,i 
I\ .•. 
From the preceding results, it appears that t adj ext will 
approach the distribution oft ext as the sample size increases. The 
I 
"T" adj extreme will be equivalent to T ext if sigma equals one and 
t-bar equals zero. From Table 3-2 it is observed that sigma adj is 
approaching one and f adj is approaching zero, as N increases. Table 
3-1 shows that the adjusted distribution is approaching the unadjusted 
distribution because both statistics are approaching zero. It is 
important to note that in each table the variance is decreasing with 
increasing.sample size. From the r.egression lines,. it can be seen 
that the coefficient text is approaching one. The coefficient of the 
t-bar adj remains approximately the same, but from Table 3-1 it is 
-observed that the value oft is decreasing as N increases. The effect 
oft adj is, therefore, decreasing with increased sample size. The 
~oefficient of sig adj is erratic but can be ignored b~cause the Student 
"T" Test showed no significance to variable. See APPENDIX II, Tables 
III A, B, and C for the results of the Multiple Regression Analysis. 
.II._.: The Statistic as a test of normality for small sample sizes. 
The ability of the statistic to discriminate between the nor-
mal distribution and other distribution was tested by calculating fifty 
samples of the statistic for sample sizes of 6, 10, and 14, on a 
rectangular and a skewed distribution. The rectangular distribution 
was represented by y = 1 for ~x,l. The results of this calculation 
appear in TABLES IV A, B, and C of APPENDIX II. The skewed distribu-
' 
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· l:4: 2.66766 1. 50108 2.07676 
-~ 
Table 3 - 3 shows the effect of changing sample size upon 
the mean and standard deviation of the distribution of the t adj ext 1 
values for the three types of curves discussed. There is a strong 
tendency for each type of curve to approach a particular mean and stand-
ard deviation as N increases. It might, therefore, be expected that as 
N increases the "t" adj ext distribution will centralize about one 
particular value for each type of distribution. 
It was, however, found that for the sample sizes considered 
that. t ext adj statistic was not a good test of normality. Only 36% 
of the rectangular text adj values showed non-normality for the sample 
i 
size of 14. For skewed distribution, 28% of the values showed non-
normality for sample size of 14. For diff.erent types of curves, as 
the means of the distributions oft ext adj diverge and variability 
15. 
'l,' 
decreases, it is expected that the statistic will be better able to 
discriminate between distributions. 
A further investigation into the data of skewed distribution 
left some doubt about the advisa.bility of disregarding the sign of the 
statistic. The sign may be used as a measure of skewness. For the 
skewed distribution, forty-four of the fifty t adj ext values for N 
equal to 14 were fbositive. The test may, therefore, be a stronger test 
if the sign of the statistic is considered. 
'lII. The test as a measure of significance of Extreme value. 
It was observed that all samples that _have extreme values 
appear in the right tail of the distribution. To investigate the 
extreme value problem, the distribution of the tail of the curve must 
be known. It was, therefore, necessary to fit a curve to the frequency 
.d.istribution and in~g~ate it. The confidence intervals for an extreme 
\ 
value test could then be observed. As stated previously, the Personian 
system of curves was chosen as the method of fitting the curves. The 
Type III was chosen as best representing the distribution. As can be 
seen from the fits shown in APPENDIX III, graphs IIA thru IIE, the fits 
were not perfect and could not be used over the total range of the 
statistic. It does, however, appear to be the reaso·nable estimate of 
right tail of the distribution. The tails were, therefore, numerically 
integrated using Simpson's Rule. 
The equations of the curves appear as follows: 
N = 6 
I 
'\,1,.. 




' ' ,' .• , · . . ~: ,, -, :·.,~ -\~·•.-· 1 -. ' ·'' -. '.- ·•· , . ..,..-.; · ·,, •• : .•. , •. ,., ... ;,.-,- 1:-1, .-'. • ,.·.: 1,· .. •.·. ',1,,', ·- ,~:· :·· , 
N = 8 
y = .685(1 + (x-1.902)/.290]· 370 e -1.275 (x-1. 902) 
N = 10 ~ 
y == .729[1 + (x-2 .026) / .423] • 743 e -1. 7 53 (x-2.026) 
:N: --. t2· 
y ::::: 
.853[1 + (x-2.032)/.317)·598 e -1.886 (x-2 .032) 
N = 14: 
~, 
y = . 928(1 + (~-2. 037) /. 24ij .442 e -1.832 (x-2. 037) 
The results of the integration appears in Table 5 - 1 of 
the conclusions to this report. The results are tabulated at the 1%, 




' .- ~· 
I; CHAPTER IV 
USES OF THE EXTREME ADJUSTED ''T'' VALUE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
As stated in the discussion of the distribution, it would . 
be unrealistic to assume that the Extreme Adjusted "T" Value could be 
used as a test for normality for the small sample sizes that have 
been investigated in this report. There are, however, many uses within 
the framework of Industrial Engineering that can use the test to inves-
tigate the probability of an extreme value within a small sample. 
I. Standard Data 
In the development of standard data, an effort is made to 
obtain data over a wide range of a parameter and to fit a curve which 
is a function of the parameter. The parameter can then be used as a 
predictor of a piece of standard data. The method of curve fitting 
that is ordinarily employed is the least squares fit, therefore, the 
! 
distribution of the errors of raw data versus predicted standard data 
should approach normality. 









', , .. 
.:~ 
.- ' 
The data appears to be linear with respect to X, (y=ax+b), 
but point A is an extreme value. Row should the curve be fit; by 
considering all points as shown in Figure 2 or by disregarding point A 
as shown in Figure 3? 
Figure 2 Fig:ur·e· 3 
T T 
• 
• 1 1 




,._ __________ . 
• 
Parameter Parameter 
If the method in Figure 2 is chosen, it may lead to loose 
rates because the majority of the raw data points fall below the 
standard data curve. However, one cannot disregard data as was done 
in Figure 3 without some investigation. 
Using the Extreme Adjues ted "T" rational the curve would be 
fit to all points except A (Figure 3). The hypothesis would then be 
made that A was an extreme value of the normal curve represented by 
error distribution about the fitted curve. 
The standard deviation of the errors would be used as an 
estimate of sigma and the value of y calculated from the standard 
data curve (y=ax+b) would be used as an estimate of the mean. The 
Extreme Adjusted "T" Value would then be calculated and compared to 
19. 
Table S-1, which appears in the conclusions of this report. The prob-
ability that a given Extreme Adjusted "T" Value will occur for a 
particular sample size N can be determined. 
If A appears to be a rational point, the fit that app~ars 
in Figure 3 could be correct. If it appears irrational, the point A 
should be investigated to determine if there are some other errors 
-, 
beside the normal measuring error involved. More data in the area of 
x,A s·-hould be taken, if no extraneous error can be found. 
II. Merit Rating 
In Merit Rating an efforc~ is made to rank individuals 
according to desires, ability, cooperation, etc. These ratings are 
used for hiring new workers, making wage adjustments, ·tmp.toving super-
' '·,H 
vfs ion.,: layoffs, dis chatrges, promotions, and handling 0£ grievances. 
The problem involved in this area, is that systems employed are quite 
subjective and that the data is generated by many individuals. These 
facts lead to rating inconsistencies throughout the organization. 
The individual rater is human and very often allows prejudices, friend-
s.h'ip·s, and personal desires to sway his decisions. The rating systems 
have ·b_e·en developed under the assumption that the ratings should be 
distr·tbuted normally, therefore, the Extreme Adjusted "t" Value can be 
employed in this area. The most likely area of application is th·e 
finding of a reter, who is rating his personnel significantly higher o·r 
lower than th~ rest of the raters and, therefore, biasing the system. 















on a scale of 100 with the average worker expected to receive a 50. 
The averages of a particular rater, therefore, should approach 50. 





l( X I ,I & I ,I I x I 
40 50 60 70 
Rating 
Point A appears to be indictat ive er£ an overgenerous rater 
or group of exceptional employees. The Extreme Adjusted "t" Value 
can be applied here. The hypothesis is that A represents a group of 
exceptional workers in the plant and that the rating is valid. If 
the t extreme adj value is found to be significantly large the hypoth-
esis is found to be incorrect, the ratings in area A must be re-eval-
uated. If the t extreme adj value is not significant, this merely 
shows that A is a possible rating group, but does not show that A should 
be accepted as correct. 
The two preceding examples provide samples of two areas that 
the extreme adjusted "t" rational can be applied in Industrial Engineer-
ing. The first example was a curve fitting example. There are many 
areas in industrial experimentation, where a curve must be fit or a 
mathematical model developed, that an extreme value may appear. The 
approach to these problems would be similar to that discussed in the 
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1t" Value could be applied directly without the benefit of a model. 
Any ~ubjective work such as time study rating and job evaluation rating 
could be handled in this manner. The technique might also be used in 
conjunction with the control chart approach to quality control. The 
extreme value concept might show some control problems that would not 
appear in the connnonly accepted x-bar and R approach to quality control. 
If the technique proves to be a good test of nor~lity for 
larger sample sizes, then data manipulation in Industrial Engineering, 
as well as, any other field can be handled with a greater degree of 
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The purpose of this paper was to investigate the Extreme 
Adjusted "t" Value as a test of normality. The test failed to dis-
criminate between the normal distribution and other distributions for 
the sample sizes considered. There was, however, a marked trend of 
improving discrimination as the sample Size N increased. It appears 
that as N approaches 20 to 25 the test will show a marked improvement 
in testing of normality. If this is the case, this test will be 
able to be used in range of N where no other test :s available. It is 
assumed that the extreme adj "t" distribution will approach the 
extreme "T" distribution as N increases. The predictability of the 
·te·~·hnique will, therefore, improve as N increases. 
The Extreme Adjusted "T"'·test has one important use for the 
range of N that was considered in this report. The samples of the 
statistic that contained extreme values always appeared in the right 
tail of the distribution. Therefore, the statisticcan be used to 
predict the probability of having a particular extreme value in a· 
sample size N. 
A Sample Xl------Xn contains an extreme value Xe. Fit a 
common model to the data disregarding Xe. The variance of the error 
in this model is estimated disregarding Xe. The Expected value of Xe 
is calculated from the model and the Extreme adj "T" value is calcu-






root of the variance. The value obtained is compa_red to the tabulated 
values that appear in Table 5 - 1. The hyp.othes is that was made is 
XE is a value of the common model that has been fit to the data. If 
the value of "T" adj ext is significantly large, the hypothesis will 
be disproved. 
TABLE 5 - .l 







J'5% 10% 5% 2% 1% 
3.,92 4.43 5.14 6,'12 6.82 3.-52 3.86 4.37 5. 25 5.86 3 •. 26 3.55 4.03 4.62 5.04 
·3.16 3.43 3. 84 4.36 4. 76 3 .• 16: 3.42 3.83 4.36 4. 74 
The following areas of interest were encounteredlduring the .. 
generation of this paper and appear to be areas open to further investi-
gation. 
(1) Investigate the Extreme Adjusted "t" Value as a control 
chart technique in quali;y control. Will the x-bar and R chart approach 
show samples which have ,one extreme value out of control? Will 
samples that are out of control on the x-bar - R chart be out of con-
trol on an extreme adjusted "t" value chart? 
(2) Investigate the extreme adjusted "t" value for sample 
sizes greater than 14. Will the ability to discriminate between dis-
tributions improve as N increases? 
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organizing a sampling plan similar to a sequential sampling plan for 
determining the type of distribution that fits a particular set of 
data. Tables of extreme adjusted "t" values would have to be tabulated 
for various distribution which are to be compared. 
(4) Investigate the curve fitting of the data in this report. 
The type III appears to be unsatisfactory over the total range of the 
variable. Investigate the problem empirically to try. to gain insight 
into the type of curve to fit. 
(5) Investigate the possibility of developing ::o:.-c··. curves 
for the technique discussed. 
(6) Investigate the seriousness of disregarding the sign of 
the Extreme Adjusted "T" value when considering a skewed distribution. 
(7) Investigate the characteristics of the maximum likeli-
·ho.od estimates of the product of the ordinates of a trans formed normal 
curve to which the normal curve should be transformed. All distribu-
tions can be compared because any distribution can be transformed to 




































COD111Uter Progriim l 
GeDeration of R®J1dom samples from a (0 ,1) Norcal ~ Distribution ~ 
.1 • 'e'l '/' sqrt' .6283 1181e' 1.1; 'const'' 
sl'randm8;'temp'' 
1t1~ 000 05° 0e 0o0neg's211 
1 1 0~0"11_0 _ 04>~~8 o 11ql I • ~ d!:, O !,\,!)~l;Y' t'I 
• ~ r;j' 
Q Ii~ 01 0 i O ~'!-1.!t ® 0 I 
useo ~,no 
82,t,~po $ ocqi a o 
1 I# 6 m,yjt@h O 8 
"· 
s 3' sqrl O [ I} ln' [ t .1' ' e 11 '/ t [ t q IX I q' ] t ] ' ] • ; • n. I 
n1 • 3 [ 0 [ 0 o2515'517'e 1 1•+1n'x1 [ 1 .8o28'53'e'O'+'n'x'.l03'28'e-'l']' ]'/ 
[ 1 .1ijn@ 01 8~ 0n°~~[ 0e1432 8788 9e1l 6+1n9x 1 [ 8 .l89'269'e'O'+'n'x'.13() 18'e-'2' 
] , ] e_ ] g ] o $ o to u 
if w ffl@h 0n~ 0s4' • 
o•-ott1.; {]~fl ti ' 































computer Program 2 
. Calculation of "T" Adjusted Extreme Values tar the . 
Normal Distribution 
Location Instruction Contents Note 
1700 xc6363 
1.7.0l xpOOOO 
1702 xiOOOO .. hex m Read Ne. ef samples 
1703 d0262 1@2 
.1704 c0224 ma)29 
170$ xpOOOO 
1706 xiOOOO hex n Read sample size 
1707 d0262 1@2 
1708 h0225 n@29 
1709 a0229 h0800 
1710 u0205 
1711 b0225 •9 
1712 d0213 1®24 
1713 h0217 •S Create tests 
1714 so2S8 l®5 
1715 h0261 n-l@S 
1n6 s0258 l®S 
1717 c0216 n-2®5 
1718 c0228 m coont 
1719 b0227 zero 
1720 b026o sum 
1721 b0229 h0800 Initializatian 
1722 1()028 
1723 xpOOOO 
1724 xiOOOO junk 
172.5 xc6363 
1726 xpOOOO 
1727 xiOOOO hex ti Read random t value 
1728 hzzzz ti@3 
1729 m02S8 1@5 
1730 a026o SUD@8 
17.31 h026o sum,ij)8 Sum of ti 
1732 bOO~ 
1733 &0262 1@29 
1734 ,0028 
1735 so2S7 test 
1736 t0023 
1737 b0260 SUlmil8 Calculate tbar 
1738 d0217 .s 
1739 h0231 med3 
1740 b0229 110800 
28• 
... ,: ' 
APPENDIX I 
Camputer Program 2 ( Cont'd ) 
Calcu1atien ef 11T11· Adjusted Extreme Values tar the 
Normal DistributiGD 
.. 












































































































Computer Program 2 ( Cant1d ) 
Calculation ef "Tl' Adjusted Ez:treme Values far the 
Normal Distributicm. 
Location Instruction Contents Note 
18]5 h02.30 temp) 
1816 b026o sum Calculation of tbar 1817 S0230 temp.3 adjusted 1818 d0261 n ... 1@5 
1819 h02S4 mean2@J 
1820 b0229 h080o 
1821 ,0124 
1822 xc6363 
1823 h0251 swr,2 
1824 bzzzz ti@3. Calcula tiont ~ ef 1825 s0254 mean2@3 ( ti - tbar adj) 1826 m0255 l@2 
1827 h0256 temp4 1828 m0256 temp4 
1829 a0251 sum2 
1830 h0251 sum2 
1831 b012l 
1832 a0204 1@29 
1833 y0124 
1834 s0220 test 
1835 tol24 
1836 bzzzz thigh 
18.37 n>259 1@2 1838 h0218 thigh @5 
1839 m0218 
''1" 1840 h0218 temp5@10 1841 b0251 sdlO 
1842 s0218 temp5@lo 
1843 m02]5 l@l 1844 d0216 n-2@5 1845 xr5o5o square Calculation of sipa 1846 )QJ.5000 root adjusted 1847 h0219 sig@3 
1848 bzzzz thigh@J 
1849 m021h 1@4 
1850 h0236 


































Computer Program 2 ( Cont'd ) 
Calculation of "T11 Adjusted Extreme Values far the 
Normal Distribution 
Lecatien Instructien Contents Ne1;•r 
1854 d0219 sig@3 185S h0250 ans®4 




-----1861 xpl6oo er 
' 1862 xzoooo 
1863 b0228 count 
1900 a0222 1@29 
1901 h0228 test 
1902 s0224 test 
190.3 t0019 
1904 xzOOOl &id of program 190S h0257 testl 
1906 b0221 b0800 
1907 a0225 n@29 
1908 h0220 test2 







Computer Program 3 




sl. 'read 0no'' 
reados o u 
read0incr•' 
0.; 010 0 
·.;.;.,. 
S15 °0 Op \l SUJD1i I I 
1 ter O i O l O 3 • sl5 ' ' 
sll 0cr 00 
1001 OdP!rt OS O 8tab t t 
0 'rd.fl© On, 0 0 
if, no n~g o ~(3 ' • 
o•;u100 
slO On° ~t O s 9 ; 'n • ' 
n '+ 0 summ. 0 i O; ' sum' 1 ' ' 
16o6 ° p2r'int On 9 ' 
iter 0i 01 °; 0sl0 1 ' 
S t + fJ ilffi~ O ; O S I) I 
use 0sll O 0 
s3•sum0o 0/ 8no';'d'' 
d •xvdo ~ oa20 fl 
sum91°/ 0no 3 o 1d2';'u2'' 
sum92°/ 0 no 000 03u'e'l'x'd'x'u2 1-'d2'x'd'; 'u3'' 
sum13°/0no 0 ~ 0 o4°'e'l'x'd'x'u3•.•.6 11e'l'x'd21x•u2•-• 
d2'x 8d2°; 0u4 8 ' 
cr'cr 00 
16o6 8pJrint Id I I 
er •16o6 °print 'u2'' 
er ' 16o6 ° print u u3' ' 
cr 116o6°p~int 0u4 11 
[ •u3oxou(,a ]u ;o [ ou2•x•u2•x•u2•],; 'bl,, 
1»J. I/ 0 [ 0 \i!2 0 J, 0 ~ 0 ] fl j I b2 I I 
cr•cro©dro o 
16o6°print 0bl O 6 
cr 116o6°pr1nt 1b2'' 
er•' 
·--
16o6°print' [' [ 'bl'x' ['b2 1+1 .3• 'e 01' ]'x• [ 'b2'+' .31 'e'l 1 ]• ] 1 / 1 
[ ' • 4 u 'e ' l 'x ' [ ' • 4 ' 'e 11 'x 'b2 ' .. ' • 3 ' 'e '1 'x 'b 1 1 J 'x' [ ' • 2 ' ' e 11 1 x 'b2' - ' 
.3• 'e'l 'x'bl '-' .6 1 'e'l' ]• J• ]'' 
stop' 'use • sl' ' • ·· 
32. 
APPENDIX I 
COJDI>Uter Program 4 
Fitting the Type III Personian curve to the Frequency 
Distributions 
read 'u2' • 
read 1 u3 11 
read 1bl 9 I 
read O memJ. I I 
• 21 ! e fj l OX 8 u2 I/. u; I ; I g&r•UIB I I [, .4 o o e o 1 o / sbl u J, _, •1 , , e, 1,; , p, , 
p'/'g$1 .. ~o~ Ota@D 
16o6 a print Op 8 0 
read O funt O 0 
('p'~Jr 0 [op 0+1 .1••e 11• ]• ]'/'['tunt'x'a'x'exp'p' ]'; •ya•• 
Dle8n O Cl O [ o ol fl 8 e I 1 1 / I gs.JDIE] I j 1DJOde I I . 
mode o = o~ o $ ox.low', 
er' 17 
punch 8 ~ 11 
punch opo o 
punch s®io e 
punch oy01, 
punch O mode ' ' 
punch 8 llmf9 I 
sl 'r~ 0:xi' • 
ld.'- 0mode 0; 'temp'' 
· .. 
yO 'X fJ [ 0 [ 0 01 tJ 17 e 'l '+. [ I temp '/ 'a I ] I ] I pwr 'p I ] I / • exp ' [ • g&JlltB IX I te•Dt> I ] I ; I y I • 
l6o6 8 print O y fj 0 
16o6 'print ' [ ' y 'x' • 292' 'e '3 ' ] ' ' 













Computer Program 5 
Simpson's Rule for the Numerical. Integation of the 
Right Tail of the Frequency Distribution 
sllO'read'ganm,a'' 
read1p 1 I 
read ua,u a 
read O yO IJ " 
read O mode I I 
read 0init'' 
read 8 incr ' ' 
O '; 8 sum.9 • 
init 8 _;flxi,II 
incr O / 0 o 2 ' 'e 11' ; '1ncr2 ' ' 
sl'ret 0~lOl'use'slOO'' 
s4 I y 17 i O 5sum,l ll O 
xi •+oin~2o.; oxi'' 
ret'slOl 0use 8slOO'' 
surnJ fl c:{):, o o 4 o o e ' l • x • Y ' ; ' suml ' ' 
y'; 9yl (I fJ 
xi 1+0incr2°;'xi'' 
ret 'slOl O use' slOO • • 
~: 
y'+'sum.l 8 ; 1suml'' 
sum'+'incr'x'['suml'/ 1 .6 11e'l']';'sum'' 
er'' 
16o6 'print• [•xi a =i fl incr2' ] • • 
16o6 1print 1yl 88 
16o6°p:rint 0 sum91 
if' ( 'ya O O o 1 ° 8 e- '7 ' ] ' neg' sllO 1 ' 
use's4° 0 
r·- ... 
sl00°}d 0 a 0mooe'; 9temps 0 
y0 IX 8 [ O [ O @SO [ O ol O 8 e Ii l O 4'- I [ I temp I/ I & I JI J t ] t pwr Ip I J t/'expfJ [tr~OX8temprl ]'; lyl 1 



























Ca11puter Program 6 
Generation and Tabula,tion of t1arr5a Adjusted Extreme 
V&1.11es for the Norml Distribution 
dim1t 13(} 1 I 
iread •m• • 
sl;0ir~•n•' 
1ndex9i O j 8k 1a 1 ' 
l'jU®!,00 
s.lO'l o; oi o, 
0 I ; tf SU1m a u 
sl 'rdl1ex6 Junk'' 
rdh~ o temp a • 
O'flo 0t~8; 8temp'' 
temp 0/ 0 o6710°8864'e'8';'t'1'' 
preVO?OSUJ@.fl;O~um'' 
i ter O i O l On° :sl 6 ' 
sum u / fJ [ 9 0 (I flo In I ] I ; I tbar I I 
1 •; olt o fl 
2'; BjO fJ 
.... 
·" 
s2 I if IJ [ 0 [ & t&b s ' [ It I k I - I tbar • ] I ] t .. I [ tabs I [ It I J • - 'tbar • ] t ] t ] I neg I s;' I 
s5 8i'ter 8j•11n's2i' 
useu s40 u 
s3• J ll; ul<.(;) n 
use u s5 a o 
s4 ' [ u ~um II - • t I k' ] I/ I [ IO • flo . [ In Ii-' l' ] • J ' j • tadj I I 
1•;011:10 
0 ' ; fl ~um! 8 i 
s6 8t 0i 0 ='tadJ•;•temp•• 
prevttx 0 temp'+' suml'; 'smnJ •' 
1ter 0i 0! 0n°s6° 0 
t'kU 0 0t~O;UtexTipco 
sqr,t O [ ri [ 0 ~tiJ!rul O O O [ 0 temp 'x 'temp • ] ' ] ' / ' [ • O ' flo • [ ' n • i- '2' ] ' ] • J • ; ' sig ' 1 
er' u 
punch o [ o [ o t o !t u O o tadJ , ] u / r1 sig , ] , , 
punch 0t 0k O O 
P\PlCh u ~~ u o 
punch O t@&<.Jf O 6 
punch a ~ig o u 
punch u [ a ~'1rt' ['sum] '/, ['O • flo' [ 'n' i-' l' ] • ] • ] • ] ' ' 
1ter 0~u1°mss10• 3 
er ' er 11 <c;r v er fl er ' • 























Computer Program 7 
Analysis of the components of the "T" Adjusted Extreme 
---. Values 
dim' sum' 19 't '7'' 
index 9i "j 'k'' 
ireadnnu 0 
sl35 ijo a; o i fl ' 
sl 'o 3 ,; 0 sum 8 i • ' 
1 ter O i 01 6 18 ' sl 1 ' 
l';'moo 
S2 IQ O ; fJ J 8 I 
s;'read't'J'' 
iter'j 8l'5's3' 1 
o•;•jos 
0•;•1ui 
slO't 9 j 1+8 sum'i';'sum'1'' 
i I i + 8 l ft j fl i 8 I ."/ 




sll 8t 0J 0x 0tnj'+'sum'i';'sum'1'' 
i'i+o10;01ue 
1 ter 8 j O l O 5 ° sll' ' 
o•;njoo 
sl2 81 ° i + 0 j fl ; e k 8 ' 
t 8 j 800 t 0kO»Utemp 11 
temp 0+0 sum 0i 0 ; 0sum'i'' 
1•1+010;0100 
temp 0x 0temp 0+0sum'i';'sum'i'' 
i'i+olo; e1 eu 




1 ter v j fl 5 " sl 4 • • 
1 ter Om O l O n ° s2 ' ' 




S30 9 Cr'l:JO 
ret 0sl01°use 1 slOO'' 
j'i+ulo;oJ'' 




.~' :.- '. 




iter 0i 02°17 8s31'' 
3() 'reprt O c,r4 ° ' 
(' 
APPENDIX I 
Computer Program 7 (Cont'd) 
( 
useu sl35 ° 0 . 
sl00°~ 01204'dprt'[•sum'i'/'fn']'' 











Computer Program 8 
Analysis of the Absolute Values of the Components of the 
"T" Adjusted Extreme Values 
dim' sum'7't '7'' 
index"m'i'' 
iread O test 8 • 
slOO O 1 ° ; 0 m' ' 
sl 9 0 9 ; 0 sum um• ' 
1 ter Om O l O 6 " sl' ' 
1•;umu11 
s2 e 1 o ; o i o ~ 
s3'r~0t"i' 1 
iteroi Bl o6• s3•' 
1•;n100 
s4 'abs O t O i O + e sum' 1 '; ' sum' 1 ' ' 
i ter a i O l fl 4 ° s4 8 0 
abs u ['to lo= o to 2 a ] n +•sum, 5,; •sum' 5' ' 
abs 0 [ 0 t 03° 00 t 04°] 1+'sum'6 1;'sum1611 
1ter 0m01°test 0s2'' 
1•;11100 
s5c\ff er Ou 
16o4~dprt'['sum'1'/'0'flo'test']'' 
i ter 81 ° l '6 • s5 • ' 
30'reprt'cr4 11 
use I C , .. oo ' ' I 
38. 
····( 
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APPENDIX I· 
Computer Program 9 
Generation and Tabul.ation of 88T81 Adjusted Extreme 
Values tar the Rectangular Distribution 
dim't';o'' 
iread'm'' 
sl3 8ir~'n' 1 
1ndex0i O j 1k 1a11 
1';8@.,88 
slO O l O i O i 8 1 
o O ; 8 sum O \j 
sl 8r~mn°;'temp'' 
prev O c:i;:, 0 ~tW 8 ; 8 sum' ' 
i ter O i O l On° sl n ' 
Sum'IJ/O [ 00°:flo1n 1 ) 1j 1tbar 1 I 
1u;ok1Je 
2';0jOG 
s2 9 if' g [ I ['abs I [ It I k I - I tbar I ] I ] t - I [ I abs I [ It I J , _ I tbar I J t ] ' ] 'neg I s3 I I 
s5°it~ 0J'l'n's2'' 
use 0 ~4° 1 
S3 8 j O $ Ok I e 
useo ~5 a e 
· s4 e p sum, • , t, k r J , /, [ , o , :flo, [ , n, 1-, l, ] , J , ; , tadJ 11 
1'; 01 8 fj 
O ' ; 0 swoil O 6 
s6't 0i 8=8tadj';'temp'' 
p:rev O ~!:'. 0 temp B + I SumJ. I j I Suml I I r\ 
i ter O i O 1 ° n ° s6 8 0 
t'k8~8~0;gte:mp08 
sqrt 8 ( V [ ff suml I - • [ t temp IX I temp I J ' J '/ I [ '0 I flo I [ In I 1- '2' ] I ] t ] ' ; I sig II 
er• u 
punch ti [ fJ [ ' t I k ' - I tadj I ] I/ I sig' J I I 
punch 0t 0k •' 
pwicll o~" a .. ~· 
puncil O tb~ I I 
punch O sig 8 9 
punch, 0 [ 0 ~rt ' [ 'suml • /' [ 'O 'flo' [ 'n '1- 11' ] • ] • ] • J • • 
1ter 0a 0l 0mw slO'' ·· 
cr'cr 0crwcr'cr' • 
use' sl3' '' 
39. 
APPENDIX I 
Computer Program 10 
Generation and Tabul®,tion of '8T" Adjusted EJctreme 




indeJ~ O i fJ j I k I 8 I I 
l lotl~U8 $ ©!, 
slO 8 l O $ 8 i 3 " 
0 I • fl ~1lilWil IJ fl , c;;,~ 
sl 8~i<dm8; 1temp'' 
.1 e o e o l a SI u sqrt , [ , •1 , , e , 1 , _ , temp , ] , ; , t , 1 , , 
prev O cf?.(! ~um O; 6 sum• 1 
it& u i O l On° sl 8 " 
SUlJJ/1 / 0 [ tlQ 8flo'n I] I; 'tbar I I 
l rt j Ok O fJ 
2 100.,88 :, ~J 
s2 If if 11 [ 9 [ ' abs I [ It 'k ' - I tbar • ] I ] ' - • [ • abs I [ It I J I - • tbar ' ] ' ] t ] ' neg I s 3' • 
s5°iter 0 j'l'n's2'' 
use u ~4u o 
s3vjo;gk'' 
use 0 ~5 ~ 0 
.~ . '' 
s4 ff [ 0 ~um I! - It I k I ] I/ I [ IO I flo I [ 'n' 1- I 1 I ] ' J ' ; I tadJ I ' 
1';0100 
0 v; fl suml, m , 
s6°t 8i 0 ~ 8+6 ~~•·•temo'' ~ I .. 
prev 0dc 0temp 8+ 11 suml'; 'suml ' ' 
1 ter u i u l O n 8 s6 6 0 
t'koost~8;0tem_p80 
sqrt B [ O [ 8 Suml 8 m 8 [ @ temp IX t temp I ] I ] t / I [ I Q t :f10 I ( t n Ii- I 2' ] I ] t ] t j I Sig I I 
tJ I) er 
pun.ch tl [ I [ It I k I - I tadj I J I/ I Sig I J I t 
punciA flt a k fl I 
punch 0~1Jt 
punch O tb®r 11 8 
punch.U$ig0 I 
punch O [ 8 ~rt 1 [ ' suml 1 / ' [ 10 1 flo 1 [ 1 n I i- 11 1 J • ] • ] • ] • • 
i ter O@, 0 l 8 m 6 slO ' ' 
cr'cr 8cr 0cr•cr'' 











































APPDDIX II 3 t it 
'l'able lA f: ;!: ·.~ ,, 
,-;_. 








. N -= 6 
I 





.3.24102672 . .  .- . ' 
.3.54841913 2.ltol«.83376 2.01301902 '•~ 1.8~14488 1. 53».e~96345 
-6.28437502 .3.03914939 t r 
•2e226~307 2.75959810 









le91891066 1.83247770 1.1'8593194 5.81801276 
~~'. 
•3015105649 2.;78459o4 
.. 2.82539922 -1.77 289 
-2~49l~957 
-2.32544527 4.o4297831 -4.10275126 
-2.68852609 3.03858872 2.561628o8 2.04l3.33431 
-1.87395329 
-2.3684()534 3.05966772 2.76614192 3.59342620 5c75215829 
-2. 58077087 -4.~919929 ~· 
-6.46758995 •2e0ll216;8 
-2.18563371 2.50204717 3.69811220 lo8o65389Q 
-1.66745618 -3.66999730 
-2.66320772 
-2033543302 1.74;42093 -2.29626725 2.89993926 le854olTIO a.04177313 2.20263097 
.., 
-3.95366242 2002695947 
-1.80868971 · -4.39871910 • 
-1.82449860 1095386986 
.3.81082423 -2.2112m2 : 





-2044583251 1080075600 -2.26475466 




-7 e33141053 -2.4o879~ 8.70110919 
-2e31746520 
-3.51183230 2.99914169 
-2.90636084 2010728499 2&45319923 •3095125660 
-1.82 5426 =3037931663 3.25ou491 -2.16976044 4.64963275 =2Q22659Bw9 3.16433604 2.63918971,c -., 3.1780]~726 mle 75725222 3003529789 5 .02053368 1/ 
-2. 0442~~291 
.5,;,;72n618 
•2e 9023621.0 -2.30~8963 I 2.25057734 
-2o534Jl45551 3.13687896 2.85537o69 
-3. o6o~n-0483 2050002036 
-1~48970432 -2093318156 2.41132657 =1060089749 2.56300748 3.87424930 3.54723436 ca2o672ll3Ql 2~66099334 -2.02068150 
-2.4ll64n8 =2016254923 2004255583 2.16196209 4.98966102 2042726768 2072720780 -2.3044()221 2@78450750 3ol53728oo •2e 96011279 -3.o8600297 :;.083~135 3099966364 m2o238J2360 2.13 684 ~ 
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lA ( Cont'd ) 
.Extreme AdJusted "T" Values :for Normal. Distrj~bution 
N:6 
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Table lB ( Cont'd ) 
EX'treme AdJusted "T" Values for Nonrmi Distribution 
N=8 
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Extreme Adjusted "T" V~ues fcrNor11eJ. Distribution 
N = 10 
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Tabl.e lC ( Cont'd ) 
FXtreme AdJusted "T" Values for Normal Distribution 








































































































































I APPENDIX II ' ~ l 
J i Table 1D t f g' 
t 
~ Extreme AdJusted "T" Values for Nornal Distribution •1 !, f, 
" t ii N = 12 '·' i 
~· 
l 
-3.6o426245 2.09594231 3.02839931 2.92968o85 { !i 
-2.49189287 -1.60495564 
-2.7JJJ6704 
-2.19690106 ~ ~ 
-2. 74430643 
-2.74o37390 
-2074803917 ;• 2.32901901 1: 
1 
-1.95652768 -2.,16996841 
-1.83786211 •2061141673· ; ; < 2.0544o321 -2.41549219 1.99198142 
-2G)IR3992458 3.09145393 2.04328423 
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-1.81383284 2.28315349 2.59215603 
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48. 
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Table lD ( Cont• d ) 
~e?De AdJusted "T11 Values faJf llorrrsl. Distribution 


























































































































EXtreDle Adjusted "T" Values for NorUBl. Distribution 
N = 14 
2.13853133 -2.22731273 -2.58142613 2.45204429 2.25470284 -2.89741881 .3.23~16462 2.76160935 
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-2.13417337 
-4013703785 
-3.27420962 2.34429308 •2e27450741 
-3oo6229983 2.61001044 202.3992089 •2e46~514 
-2c 71916997 
-2.96768074 2.79361526 3.18968179 2099898260 
-2.44868349 2.41832585 -2.371;2124 2.19617322 2.10863749 3.69691216 3.75557832 2el8o41638 
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APPENDIX II /, 
Table lE ( Cont'd ) 
Extreme AdJusted "T" Values for Norm! Distribution 
N = 14 
3.23499Ru3S 3.82624752 
-2.49758646 I -2.99897005 ,!1 
:11 1.91688799 
-2.89590237 
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-2. 92094789 I i 
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-2.55602926 :I :I 
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-2. 3()!~521. 79 1.7·· ~~8l 
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·I 
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Table IIA i "'i 
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· Analysis ot the Components of the ''T" Adjusted Extreme Values i, ~ 
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Analysis of the Canponents of the "T" Adjusted Extreme Values 
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Table Im 
Analysis of the Components @f tleAe ceT" AdJusted Ex'tireme V&lues 
tar the Normal Distribution 
N = 10 
text text tbar tb&T sig sig 
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Table IIB (Cont'd) 
Analysis of the Components @f the 58T911 Adjusted EXtreme Values 
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Analysis at the Components @f the 11T" Adjusted EX'treme Values tar the Nornal Distzibution 
N = 14 
text t ext tbar tbar· sig sig 
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-2.2723 CJ1o3145 08535 06986 095~1 100963 2.m1 105691 ~o.3210 Qol916 06836 08414 2.70n lol322 =03978 0 02885 ~5665 06901 2.5063 109208 =03315 c:>ol1o6 08981 100657 3.0167 200116 
-~3990 002268 07991 l00l8o 1.9027 103467 00510 01491 ®6TI8 07430 
-2.2938 c,109155 CDe®9 c::Do2J 19 C)7998 o92J,.6 
•3e396.B c:;)203626 .34<}6 .1476 e7958 100709 
•2c6320 C)2o3144 01904 .ou4 09517 101483 
-241)6120 c:)201510 
.1736 .0076 08900 100709 
.3.0736 0 303539 -.1267 •• 3572 1.0500 lo31&86 
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Table IIC ( Corit 'd ) 
Analysis of the Components of th~ MT08 Adjusted Extreme Values 
tar the Nornal Distribution 
N = 14 
text text tbar tbaT 
adj adJ 
3.11'42 2.4o82 -.2442 -.05118 
2.9343 3.6372 .1918 .4379 
1.7681 le3861 -.2500 =01331 
.3.0198 0 107887 e4857{ .3232 
-1.9222 0 100392 0~ ell]9 
1.6550 o7o47 .,(»6843 co5851 
.5.9944 a>2e9705 .2993 .o657 






· sig saJ 
sig 
t ex.t MJ' - t ext 
tbar ©LdJ GI tbar 
sig ~ o sig 
abso '" ~ ext 
abso tb~ MJ 
abs (i) tb®cr 























































\ APPENDIX II Table IIIA 
Multiple Regression Analysis for the Nor1ral Distribution. N=6 
[ Y = a + bl. t ext + b2 tbar adJ + b 3 sig adJ J 
'l.t" 
Original matrix 
xl x2 x, y 
.,iwooooo 02 .~646o19 01 .21570023 01 .22770502 02 .16139889- 00 
.4o6146o19 01 .70469994 02 .Ul.24795- 02 .29529217 01 .J.1536100 03 
.21576o23 01 .)]124795- 02 .925oo414 01 .2JJ6.l203 01 .29538320£) 02 
.22770502 02 
.29529217 01 .21161203 01 .16927936 02 J .2106326o- 01 
Inverse 
.3021f4966 00 .43172996 02- .287101;4 01- .4JJJ8o29- 00 
.43172995 02- .1816o431 01- .2356u41 01- .11920628- 01-
VI. .287101'4 01.- .2356u41. 01- .14362991 00 .Eio684102- 01-CX) 
.4J 11.8029~ 00 .11920628., 01- .6o684102- Ol.- .62183584 00 • 
~~ of Variance T~le 
Vari~tion. sum of Degrees of Mean • duew: squares :freedan sq1.1are F ..._,,-· 
Regression 
.20727038 03 .4ooooooo 01 
.51817595 02 .28692967 02 Residtwl .54178oo9 02 .30000000 02 .18()59336 01 
Total ·- .26144839 03 .34Gooooo 02 ' 
· Variance of Coefficient Value t coefficient 
a 
.46726358 00 .63224366 00 .54620~0 00 b1 
.142346o9 OJ. .786o1632 01· 
.32796533 01-b2 




. . ~·- - .. :·' ~ ... -. • - ·- - - • • J • ".' • •• •, ,~. ·,· -•• 
•.- ..• - • •.. ,. ,. ............. ~•" ·····~·-····~·-··•,,., •... - ._ ... ,., .. -.,~·.-...... , .• ..,., ... ,.•.,---~···,,. .............. , ........ .,.- •.•.. , ..•.. "O'.··,-····"'' 
APPENDIX II 
Tab1e IIIB 
Mu.lt1p1e Regression .Analysis for the No:nal Distribution. N = .. 10 [ Y = a + bl t ext + b2 tba:r adj + b 3 ·sig adj J: 
Original matrix 
xl x2 X3 y 
.}4()00000 02 .81701993- 01 .13773003 01 .263376o2 02 .13056o97_ 02 
.81701993- 01 .13496289 03 .6ll92l21- 01. .461698o4- 01 .17522068 03 
.13773003 01 .61192.121- 01 .67345106 01 .17957947 OJ. .19268766- 02 
.263376o2 02 .461698o4- Ol .17957947 01 .2176q882 02 .95525}4o8- 01 I Inverse 
\1\ .51292927 00 .13029717 01- .73325837 01- .6239798o- 00 \,() 
.13029717 01- .8o838823 02- .86172793 02- .1476338Q., 01-• 
.73325837 O.l- .86172793 02- .16819653 00 .10078104= 00 
.62397981mt 00 .14763381c:, 01- .10078104- 00 .8o620475 00 
Analysis of Variance Teibl.e 
Va:riation sum of Degrees of Mean 
,, 
1 due to: squares freedom square F 
Regression .24741064 03 .4ooooooo 01 .6185266o 02 .12403()99 03 Residl1eJ. .1496o614 02 .30000000 02 .49868714 00 Total 
.26237126 03 .}4oooooo 02 
Variance ar Coefficient Value t coefficient a .1'416521 00 .26527547 00 .25579123 00 b1 
.1.221.3354 01 .19235828 02 .1fo313282 02-b2 
.17256o8o-- 01 .595826.14- 01 .83877».a46 01-b3 .1998o872. 00 .31512124- 00 .11()204394 00 ··- ::..... 
Eb 
• -· / _.,•-_.· • ... ,_.- ec-: ,"·.;-- .... :,···:--.,.,' .. _ .. ,_ .·. ,,,._, .. -. ,..,.,,_,-_,-:,..., ·.·.·,-• 
APPENDIX II 
Table IIIC 
Mul.tip1e Regression Analysis for the Nornal Distribution. N = J.4 [ Y = a + b1 t ext + b2 tbar adJ + b3 sig adJ ] 
Qrig:Lnal DBtrix 
\ 
xl x2 X3 y • 3'-aooo<>oo 02 .27725010- 01 .12497005 01 .287156<>2 02 .4lw42006- 01 .27725010 •• 01 .ll.873024 03 .l.24o9956- 02 
.,,1,9635- 01 
.15689313 03 .c: .12497005 01 
.121'o9956- 02 .47876663 01 • u501&699 01 .21419171 • 02 .287156o2 02 • 33739635- 01 .115o4699 01 .25283964 02 .47151926 ... 01 
Inverse 
8' .72636933 00 .76539861- 02- .uo&>315- 01- .82547219- 00 
.76539862- 02- .11.63378o 01- .30019744 01- - .88793021 02-• 
.1.108031.5- 01- .30019744 01- .288746()7 00 .34515861 02~ 
'· .82547220- 00 .88793020 02- .34515863 02- .978o8708 00 
Analysis of-Variance Table 
... Variation sum of Degrees of Mean due.to: squares freedom square F 
Regression 
.21467548 03 .4ooooooo 01 
.53668669 02 .16506826 03 Resid1JBJ 
.975394u 01 • .30000000 02 
.32513137 00 Total .22442942 03 .31«>00000 02 
Variance of Coefficient Value t coefficient a 
.2703',1-249- 00 .55629623- 00 023616546 00 bl 
.ll.741042 01 .19090477 02 .37825068 02-b2 
.14422851- 01 .47072101- 01 .9388,04o4 01-b3 .3',l-284747 00 .6o797084 00 
.31.Bo0679 00 j' 
l 




Analysis of the Cov,1.onents of the "T" Adjusted Extreme~ Values 
tar the Rectsngu].m: Distribution 
N=6 
text t ext tba.T tbar sig sig 
adJ adJ adJ 
1.7865 .&771 .51lf6 .5751 .2029 .2433 1.8798 .9930 .5Jl2 .5915 .2563 .311&6 
-1.6981 .3835 .7553 .6933 .2190 .2569 
-1.7016 .1274 .3356 .3009 .1223 .1437 2.7858 
-~5 .3639 .1.,,.,0 .1725 o2~ 
-7 .5490 .1303 .8o98 .6965 00900 03144 2.8297 .6784 .19()4 .2718 G)l724 e2672 3.4435 • 8349 02229 $3249 . el7TI .3165 
-2.0698 .1410 .5746 .5023 e2095 &2697 
.3.5835 ollOl .3943 .3469 e0193 01455 ' 3.0683 .8634 .4199 .4939 ellelo-5 02367 1.4681 .T{62 .44o5 .4965 e2281 02537 
-1.8891 .0149 05309 .4449 e2731 03360 1.4516 .9278 e3498 .4461 e3982 e4Acol 
-2.0000 .ooo6 06302 .5253 03015 .3899 
-3.3]]] .4594 e8ol9 e7448 .1034 .1790 2.6421 .9904 .3981 04968 .22q.2 .;322 2.7496 .8788 04194 04960 .1671 .2541 3.3291 .8156 02243 03228 .1776 @3085 2.0218 .8503 e3594 o4lff-12 e2428 o3o88 3.2646 .9743 e3270 04349 .1983 e3395 4.2247 .7441 .3920 04507 .o833 .1742 2.0386 e5643 e2732 03217 .1428 .1824 2.4609 G8930 e5251 05864 .1495 .2120 
-3.9927 .1985 06900 o6o8l 01231 .2459 
•502726 .0319 .6792 05713 .1228 .3096 
-600097 .0732 ~7332 06232 el098 .3]1] 2.4146 .3245 olj32 01651 00792 .J.ll] 4.1072 .9229 G:;656 04585 el357 .2772 2.4569 e9591 .3436 04462 02505 .3549 1.aooo e9960 .4192 05154 a.3188 .3845 4.,7176 .984() .,2028 03330 el656 03795 2.8153 .9429 .4619 05421 .1709 .2639 
· -2.5859 .3750 ~7394 06787 .14o9 .2060 1.6625 .9089 C)4llO c494o 02995 .3483 
•2e7588 .1201 .5016 e4,SO el383 .2107 
-4.5746 .3202 e7956 .7163 .1039 02320 2.1384 .9260 .5043 .5746 .1972 .2582 
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APPEIDJX II 
Table IVA ( Cont'd4}) 
Amlysis ot the Component~ ©f th~ ncT!h1 Adjusted EXtreme Values 
J . . 































t ext adj - t ext 
tbar &dJ CID tbar 
sig adj = sig 
abse t ~ ~ 























































































Analysis of the Components ot the "T". AaJusted Extreme Values I ,I ::1 tar the RectazJgular Distribution 




' i text text tbar tbar sig sig 1 
adJ adJ adJ ,. ;• I 
;, -._ 
.12,, 
: ..-"' 1.619, .8576 .3854 .4;26 .2812 .3083 3.0759 .801&8 .2889 .,Lio5 .1677 .2336 
-2.3175 .0592 .6326 &5753 .2474 .3016 
-2.4933 .1747 06390 .5925 01862 .234o I 
: I -2.0050 .o4118 05866 .5324 02702 .3123 lG1127 .9158 04212 .47o6 e2888 .3183 
•3e6118 .1075 06322 .5797 el429 .2208 
-2.0827 .0374 e6258 .5669 .as25 .3307 2.5550 .9710 t)4o!a6 
.4613 .2217 e2816 I 
-3.6o61 .0064 05315 .4790 01456 02225 : I 2.1382 .5955 02699 .3024 .1523 el8oo 
1 -1.68;0 ·.ocn9 06150 .5633 o3o69 03368 
-401052 .0127 e6914 .6289 .1668 e,zrTl 
-1.97" .1355 .5901 .5~ 02302 .2647 2.0060 .98()2 .4381 .492; .2102 03124 1.83~n6 .9858 .4266 .JR326 .3047 . 03425 
-2.4992 .2411 , .~17 .6016 .16o3 02017 
-1.7878 .o44o .5435 .4935 .2794 o3ll6 1.8966 .9902 .5136 05612 .25:l3 .2853 
.3.5289 .0112 e5869 05293 .1631 .2459 1.6106 .9446 .4612 05149 02964 .3216 
-1.8374 .0556 05624 o5ll8 .2759 .3101 
-2.6520 el501 06460 05964 01870 e24l7 ;.2160 09870 e36JL4 o424o &1945 .27TI 2.4414 09921 .6518 06859 .1394 .1736 
-1.8859 oll62 .6o6; 05575 ~2600 .2947 l.6495 o92i46 .4227 04729 .3042 .3321 3.4231 08902 .2519 03157 .1865 o2:f6o 
·-1.9666 0021'4 .5814 e52,1' .,2832 03252 1.6610 09497 .5320 .5138 .2515 02749 2.6423 e~5 .3129 .3663 .2020 .2606 
•204552 .0018 .5492 .4945 .2230 .2784 
-2.7095 .o869 .7151 .6523 .2318 .3007 
-2.9162 .0362 .6635 .6oo8 .2151 .2913 
•lo6626 .1476 .5001 .~49 .2120 02319 
-2$0928 .1519 .54.:;o .5039 .1869 02192 le8667 .8213 .3562 e4o27 .2492 · e2Bl5 
-2.49u .1892 .6329 05885 .1781 02238 
.. 1.6171 .0130 .5347 04825 .3226 e3504 
-2.03148 .1573 .7086 .6535 .2709 .3147 1.9710 .7662 .4100 .4456 .J.807 .2077 ~ 



































Table IVB (cont'd) 
Ana]ysis of the Components of th~ 80T°0 Adjusted ~eme Values 
far the Rec~ Distribution 
N = 10 
text t eXt tba:r tbar 
adJ adJ 
.4196 .47o8 1.7501 .9322 
-1.8762 .0635 .5834 .5314 
1.7610 07976 .31«89 .3937 
-2.0529 011'65 .61.72 .5702 
-1.9816 00137 .569; .5319 
2.0258 07365 .2701 .3167 
1.9649 .8951 .3635 .4166 
-1.8134 .0446 .5788 .5254 







t eJtt adj - t ext 
tbar MJ = t,tm;r 
sig ~ a ~ig 
abso cl'' ®Jdj ext 
abso ~~ ~ 
absCI) tb~ 











































Analysis ot the Components of the 11T11 Adjusted E2Ctrene Values !I:' 























.. 1.6924 .0062 .5017 .4663 .2928 .3131 t ¥. 1.9172 08711 .4357 .lt668 .2271 .2493 r ~ ~· 1.7963 09674 .4793 .5141 .2718 .2941 
,. 
f 




2.0688 09824 .4969 .5316 .2347 .2626 i ~ 




-1.7304 .0396 .5857 .5~7 .3156 03390 
·! [ 
r 








t 2.0168 .8931 .4o87 .4433 .24o2 e2670 ' t 
-2.2958 .0609 .6204 .58o4 .2437 .28o9 (} 1.5715 .9353 .4533 .4877 .3067 .3236 f: ;:_ 
-1.4989 .1544 .6cr{6 








-2.2433 e0214 .5021 .4678 .2143 .2453 ,, ,, 
f 1.6879 .9024 .4105 .4456 .2915 e3115 , 
-1.8830 
.5508 .5116 .2916 e3189 .0017 
-1.6643 .0042 
.5753 e5345 .3432 .3658 2.0103 o98ll .4113 04520 .2834 .311'8 
-1.8504 oo891 .5996 e5631 .2759 .3005 
-.1.8542 00789 .62:;9 e5~ 02938 .3202 
-2.7262 00735 .6766 $6336 .2212 .2705 
-1.6850 e0215 .5785 05387 .3306 .3532 
-2.14o7 e0250 05726 ~5335 .2558 .2889 2.5541 (D9701 
.3553 o.3992 .24o7 .2874 
-1.8524 .0329 .5274 04921 .2669 o29o8o 
-1.9043 .1995 .6458 o614o 02344 .25s70 
-2.5079 .0244 .ma 05382 c2206 .2617 107621 09302 .4298 01'655 o284o .3061 
-2.4272 .0921 .6444 e6o;o 02276 02670 1.7586 .9902 .5o41 e5388 02764 .2978 
.. 2.0372 .0444 
.5585 @5218 02524 .2813 
-3.1597 .0260 .6588 06136 02003 .26o4 2.0353 .8967 .4338 e4668 02275 .2535 
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Table IVC (Cont'd) 
.Analysis of the Components of the cgTno Adjusted Extreme Values 




















t ext adj - t ext 
tbar adJ G tbar 
• @A~ ., Sl.g ~ o ~:lg 
abso t ~ tm 
ab~o t,b~ ®ilj 
abso t~ 




















































































































Analysis of the components of the "T'' Ad.justed EXtreme Values 
far the Skewed Distribution · 
N=6 
t eX.t t ext tba.T tbar sig sig 
adJ adJ adJ 
.· -2.022'1 .1429 .3006 .z,43 .0780 .0992 1.9945 .7061 .z,69 .}484 
.2718 .2152 
1.9954 06922 .2391. .3146 .2271 .2869 3.o435 06 .2427 .3091 .• 1308 .2131 2.1303 06129 .2372 . • 2998 . .1763 .2304 
. -1.4521 01060 .2818 ·.2525. 
.1338 •. 1210 3.Bo61 08195 .2201 .• 32.00 el575 .3028 
-4.882; 
.00723 .5656 .13834 .1010 .2354· 
1.81182 .2788 .2328 e2835 07091 .3505 2.71i87 04949 .1869 .2382 .1121 el704 4.2560 .7954 · .2671 01241 .2610 .3552 
2.0247 .9~5 .3754 · .4699 .• 2&>1 .3564 2.3696 .6051 .2333 02953 @1569 .2176 
2.47zr o6ll5 .2436 .3()49 .1~ &2J 16 
. il cc 5.8397 08675 .2347 .3Jw1 .lo84 02992 
-1.6248 .OTI5 .4667 .1K>18 .2395 .276o 
-2.u.:;1 .0079 .4956 .4143 .2307 .3003 2.0396 .684o .3747 .4263 .1516 .1937 12e7{o47 .8557 .054; .1881 .0631 .3627 
-2.8773 .0309 .3734 .3163 .ll9() .1865 2.3094 .8762 .2524 .3564 .2701 G3690 
-2.1303 ~ll63 .5610 .lt869 o2o87 02728 2.9570 e6499 .2269 .2974 .1431 @2284 
2.8218 06781 .2955 .3592 cl356 02097 
-2.3797 0o645 .3933 .3385 .1382 01921 1.8466 06530 .2787 .3411 .2027 o2~ 4$2486 .6158 .1938 .2642 .0993 02086 1.8246 e6731 .3144 .3741 .1966 02380 1. 36 05264 .1553 .2172 .1991 02434 2.6078 07454 .36o9 04250 .1474 02167 
2.0366 .74o9 .3244 03938 .2045 &2611 2.o686 07457 .24oo 03243 .2445 @3146 
-1.9335 00649 .35u 03034 .148o. 01842 1.8867 07392 ~ .2632 03426 .2523 .3102 
-2.2029 008o4 .5662 e~52 .2205 .2934 3.8967 f)1989 .1792 • 5 .1590 e3ll5 1.9123 .6781 .2528 .3236 .2224 02753 
-1.41o8 oo656 .2099 el858 .1023 oJJl9 
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APPENDIX II 
Table VA ( Cont'd ) 
Analysis of the Components of ~ 02T~~ Adjusted Extreme Values 
tar the Sk~. Distribution 
N :\6 
t ext t ext tbar tbar sig sig 

























t ext adj - t ext 
tbar adj - tbar 
sig adj O sig 
abs. t ~ ext 
abs. ~tb~ ooj 
abs. t'foo1r 




























































Analysis ot the Components of the "T" AdJusted Extreme Values 














































































































































































































































































I APPENDJX II 
Tab1e V.B ( Cont'd ) 
Analysis at the Components <Jf th.e 00Tll9 Adjusted EXtremo Values 
tar the Skewed Distribution 
N = 10 
text t ext "tbar tbar 
adJ adJ 
1.Bo51 .6263 .2678 .3037 
1.4611 .4918 .2226. .2495 
1.8454 .Bo59 .3102 .3598 
2.7224 06939 02545 .29,S4 
-2.4776 oll.93 e5320 e4908 
1.;155 .5667 .3015 .3281 
2.1654 .5659 .28;4 .3134 
2.8659 .834() .2948 e'1187 








tbar ~dJ Q tbar 
sig ~,i(l.j o ~:lg 
absQ 1~ ®,dJ ext 
abso tb~@.dj 
abso tbar 

































































· Anal ys1s of the COlll)Onents @f: the "T" Adjusted Extreme Values 
for the Skewed Distribution , 
N = 14 
text text tbaT tbar sig aig 
adJ aaJ aaJ 
-1.9513 .0565 .3996 .3751 .1759 .1939 
1.9047 ~) .a7o4 .3817 .4166 .2565 .2813 
-2.0842 .0078 .4161 .3869 .1959 .2196 
2.8072 06962 .2769 .;o69 .1493 01847 
2.1176 01698 .3129 .3455 .2098 .2381 
-2.1964 08164 .3668 .Jw32 .2320 02639 
2.ll44 09570 .33;6 .3781 .2949 03319 
1.6885 08~ 04126 .414.;5 .2558 c2134 
1.9506 05577 e211'6 .2391 el759 el939 
3.1279 er, 7971 .21862. .2855 .1761 .2280 
-2.0471 .0390 .369; .3457, .1613 .1800 
2.5464 o7o45 .3()80 .3363 .1557 .1857 
2.1961 o7ll8 .2411 ,, .2747 .2143 .2438 
1.9863 07662 e3728 .~ .1981 .2194 . 
2.6533 08458 e3982 .4302 el687 .2041 
3.6581 · e6129 .2051 .2;42 .] le] 5 .1558 
2.4332 09567 .3262 .3713 .• 2591 .3042 
l.T{Ol 05896 .2690 a2919 .18ll .1954 
2.9268 09243 .2596 03070 .2271 .2857 
2.3765 08701 e3719 o4o1'5 .2096 .2442 
3.4701 $6916 02839 03130 .u15 .1598 
2.1126 .5862 02432 e2678 .1633 .1838 
1.5812 .6354 02900 @3147 t)2184 .2307 
2.0092 01389 03336 .;626 .2.017 .2241 
2.4270 08281 e2547 .2957 .2;62 .2771 
1.7991 o6o93 02829 .3062 .1814 .1964 
2.44o6 08778 .3197 .3596 .2287 .2687 
2.5697 .8715 ~3136 .3535 .2171 .2597 
1.8o86 .6624 .2625 02911 .2211· .2396 
2.1681 • 8449 .3134 .. 0351; .2451 .2778 
4.3960 .86;2 .,3514 o388o .ll64 ol8o7 
-1.5834 .0005 .4o6o o3TI1 .2561 02705 
2.7857 .7817 .2945 03293 01749 .2156 
-2.36-04 .0172 e4o69 03791 01651 .1919 
1.8512 .7075 030~ 03336 02168 .2:;64 
-1.5849 e0745 @4358 04100 .,228o .24o9 
1.8604 o624o o2TI1 03019 01865 .2034 
2.6642 09379 02968 <n3426 •. 21t-06 .2917 
2.3893 .5961 <,:2101 o23TI el615 / @1885 
1.4319 .6,ro .3214 03468 .2484 $2582 
2.3131 .696o · .3245 .3511 .16o6 .1855 
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APPENDJX II 
Table VC ( Con"t I d ) 
· Analys1-s ot the Components @f the unT00 AdJusted EXtreme Values 
far the Sk~ JDi$tribution 
N = 14 
text text tbar tbar 
adj adJ 
1.7635 • 6394 .2764 .3023 
2.0971 . .7916 .3600 .3908 
1.8669 .8994 .3555 .394; 3.5061 e91ll .2445 .2964 1.8894 07685 03331 
-~ 1.736o .5949 .2724 .2954 
2.2069 .7692 .21i87 .2859 
2.7455 .86o6 .3331 o37o8 
.ANAUSIS CF RESULTS 




sig adJ ·. 
Sig 
t ext adj - t ext 
tber ~dj IDB tbar 
sig ~1 ° sig 
ab~o t ~ exti 
abso t~ ooJ 
abso tboo~ 
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Moments and Personian Characteristics for the Frequency 
Distribution of the Nori1,al Distribution 
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